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London Buses manages one of the largest bus networks in the world. Approximately 7,500 iconic red 

buses carry more than six million passengers each weekday on a network serving all parts of Greater 

London. 

Carbon emissions (approx) = 1.3kg per 

kilometer  www.carbonindependent.org/sources_bus

.htm - 

London buses covered 468m km in 

2008  http://www.tfl.gov.uk/…pdf 

468m km X 1.3kg =  608.4 million kg. a year…. 

that`s about 608,400 tons of  CO2 a year saved 

converting to CO2 free fuel! 

Motor conversion costs. 

Converting a Vehicle to run on Ammonia (NH3) 
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How does an ammonia dual fueled vehicle 

work?  ”Any internal combustion engine can be 

converted to run on NH3. The simplest implementation 

of the dual fueled ammonia vehicle conversion is 

physically similar to a compressed natural gas vehicle 

conversion. A new on-board tank holds liquid ammonia 

at only about 150 PSI. Regulators, valves and an 

electronic control system meter the flow of ammonia to 

the engine as needed after the engine is started and 

warmed up on gasoline, ethanol etc. A small amount of 

gasoline is used to idle the engine (in some designs), 

then as the load is increased the additional energy is 

provided by adding ammonia. This is all handled 

automatically by the engine control electronic module.”  fuller details 

HERE  http://www.greennh3.com/converting-to-nh3/ 

Converting diesel and petrol engines to run on NH3 is a proven technology and is relatively simple 

and inexpensive, plus motors have a longer life.( Hydrogen Engine Center, who make NH3 fueled 

internal combustion engines and gense) 

Approx. costs between 2 and 5 thousand dollars per diesel bus, let’s say $5,000 to be safe. Purpose 

built engines would cost similar to normal ones. To convert the entire fleet (except for the 3 

immensely expensive hydrogen buses) comes to 7497 X 5000  =    $37, 485,000… That’s only 

$37.5m 

To put that figure in context, the mayor of London claimed in 2011 to be spending 250m pounds a 

year in air pollution control measures. 

The ‘New London Bus’, out in Feb 2012, costs 2.27m pounds 

each!  http://www.boriswatch.co.uk/2010/02/05/new-bus-for-london-costs-shoot-up/  

So for just 15 of these wonderful new buses you could convert the whole fleet of 7,500 to fuel that is 

100% free of CO2 and toxic gas! (We can’t believe this either.. please check our figures, we can’t 

find the mistake!) 

Any reputable motor engineering company could be commissioned to do these convertions . See 

University of Michigan NH3 Truck,  

Fuel costs 

Latest estimates put NH3 fuel costs, calculated 

to take into account different kilometers per 

liter rates, are slightly higher than current 

diesel prices (2011). This price comparison 

varies with production methods (set to fall 

with new technology coming on line), and oil 

prices (sure to rise).  

The storage and transport networks already 

exist (NH3 is the base of fertilizers) but would 
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need to be extended, however this cost would be paid by the producers who stand to profit.   

Nevertheless it would be wise to invest some of the millions saved (About $450m year in health costs 

alone!) in production of the extra NH3 needed with the latest -cracking-  renewable energy facilities 

now coming on line.  

Transport and distribution costs are much less than for oil based products as NH3 can be produced 

wherever the greatest demand exists, and this can represent a saving of up to 10%. 

Production 

This diagram is the JACKPOT for those really seeking an answer to CO2 and Climate Change. An 

'off the shelf' NH3 production process is CO2 free and makes a fuel that is also itself CO2 free and 

produces no toxic gases when burnt.  

Available from  

http : //www.protonchemie.com/NFUEL.html 

 

At present NH3 is produced from Natural Gas, which does produce CO2. But even running 

combustion engines on NH3 made from Natural Gas would by our estimate produce less than 50% of 

the CO2 emitted using oil based motors. 

There are no secrets here, most of our food comes from this process which makes nitrogen fertilizer, 

and converting that industry to renewable energy is another urgent necessity in mitigating Climate 

Change. 

file:///C:/Users/mikegilli/Desktop/http%20:%20/www.protonchemie.com/NFUEL.html


In any case this technology is obsolete. 

Cheap new operational plants can produce 

NH3 fuel from just air, water and electricity, 

and are ideal for cheap production with 

renewables. (see SSAS diagram). Plants can 

be equally efficient whether tiny or 

enormous and be situated anywhere there is 

air and water, and electricity, preferably sun, 

wind or hydro.  info here..Freedom Fertilizer 

Wind to Ammonia Project 

Even if the NH3 were still made with Gas, 

Oil or Nuclear produced electricity the 

savings would be huge, in CO2 and in Oil 

dependency, but above all in clean air at the 

usage site (the London streets in this case).. NH3 motors produce zero toxic gases as well as zero 

CO2, in fact you’re burning the hydrogen contained in it.  

Latest estimates (2012) suggest that renewable energy may be cheaper than fossil fuels within a few 

years, with solar panel prices cut by half by Chinese technology and cheap labour, and all sorts of 

wind farms already ‘profitable’. If the British PM is telling the truth this opens the door wide for NH3 

‘green gasoline’. See here.. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-17857103 

Savings in Climate Change Mitigation 

‘Runaway’ Climate Change is now virtually certain with irreversible effects and incalculable 

costs.  Indeed the very concept of money costs may become meaningless in the context of  the 

consequent  fall of Human Civilization. Converting networks like London Buses to Zero CO2 and 

toxic gas emissions at a low cost would have a huge knock on effect worldwide.  

In the unlikely case that CO2 emissions could therefore be contained the savings would also be 

gigantic. We estimate savings at a mind boggling 

$500 trillion a year for 100 years in neutralizing 

excess CO2. Savings on the costs of Climate 

Change therefore vary between zero, (if it’s already 

too late) and approx. $ 50,000 trillion if the knock 

on effect passed to all combustion engines…with 

all transport, including planes, ships and cars going 

CO2 free.  

For the purpose of this study we can only guess the 

money value of Climate Change mitigation in a 

CO2-free conversion of London buses, placing it at 

a conservative $10 trillion (10.000 billion). 

Safety 

European standards for current NH3 production, transport and storage methods make accidents very 

few with hardly any injuries or deaths. Oil based products are hugely more dangerous. (figures could 

be calculated.) 
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NH3 can’t explode and only burns at a very 

narrow temperature. As a gas it is dangerous 

and very smelly, but rises and disperses, 

being much lighter than air, so storage 

facilities have roof ventilation for safety.  

 In agriculture overuse of nitrogen fertilizer 

causes major ecological damage, especially to 

the water cycle, but burning NH3 in motors 

causes zero damage. The biggest danger from 

NH3 fuel comes from accidental spills, which 

can easily be kept to a minimum. 

see Here    NH3 Fuel risk analysis report 

carried out by Quest Consultant 

Air Pollution Savings 

In the case of London, an estimated 4,267 Londoners are dying prematurely each year because of 

long-term exposure to airborne pollution. (Boris Johnston 2010).  

Estimating London buses as a conservative 10% of those we have 426 people a year who would avoid 

an agonizing unnecessary and uncompensated death. A saving in cash terms of at least $150 million a 

year, allowing for lost years of work and medical costs .  

Then there are at least ten times that number who are frequently ill or permanently disabled due to air 

pollution, at an estimated cost of $300 million p.a. just for the 10% caused by bus pollution. (Some 

estimates are up to 30% but that includes taxis and fleets.) 

(A brilliant new study (2011) analyses a whole 

neighbourhood of Lancaster next to an industrial plant, with 

exact local pollution maps, distinguishing between toxicity 

from the factory and that from traffic exhausts.  

New techniques may soon make it possible to prove in Court 

that illness or death is caused by specific industrial or traffic 

pollution, opening the way for criminal charges and 

compensation and making oil based products much less 

attractive). Read the Study here)  And 

HERE…http://thefreeonline.wordpress.com/2011/09/06/poll

ution-deathsnew-techniques-unmask-oil-criminals/ 

So we estimate the Savings in Air Pollution costs to be a 

minimum of $450 million every year, before including the 

incalculable costs in grief, pain and avoidable human 

suffering. 
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How to use 

‘Green 

Gasoline’ 

As a fuel NH3 is stored 

as a liquid in gas 

bottles, like propane 

which is already 

widely used, only that 

NH3 liquifies at almost 

normal air pressure, so 

there is no danger of 

explosion. Cars would 

take two, bottles, and 

you exchange one at 

the petrol station when 

it runs out, instead of filling up. 

   Ammonia Fuel Network 

You have a new carburetor box which controls exactly the ignition temperature and air mix 

necessary, and your motor will last longer.  

Your fuel should be cheaper than present day petrol, plus you have the pleasure of knowing you’re 

not destroying the planet for your children, or causing death and illness from air pollution.  

 

‘Knock-On effect Savings 

To all this we could add estimated hundreds of millions as a ‘knock on saving’ calculating the 

number of individuals who would have their vehicles converted to NH3 if London Buses ran on it and 

it were readily available. 

Conclusions 

We can see already from this 

preliminary study that London 

Buses could be cheaply and 

quickly converted to CO2 free 

fuel that also emits zero toxic 

gases. Such a move would 

convey immense prestige on the 

city and politicians responsible, 

as well as plenty of lucrative 

knock on effects, tourism, etc . 

http://www.ammoniafuelnetwork.org/


It would save the lives of about 426 

Londoners a year. 

It would save approx. $450 million a year 

in air pollution costs alone. 

It would directly cut CO2 emissions by 

approx. 608,400 tons a year. 

Converting the buses to run on NH3 would 

cost about $37.5m. The cost of just 15 new 

buses. 

Direct fuel costs would be similar, or cheaper. 

 

Why then is it not done?  Maybe because.. 

a) The immensely powerful oil and motor industry 

‘own’ the corrupt and servile politicians., always 

receiving huge tax breaks and subsidies on top of 

their scandalous profits. In other words Capitalism. 

We cannot save the planet because it would tread 

on the toes of the 1%? 

b) The oil industry has buried NH3 fuel and its 

supporters for over a century.c) Just because 

nobody has done it. The oil companies cannot stop 

a determined push for change. If  hundreds of 

reformers  (LIKE YOU) were to start campaigning 

for NH3 fuel it could actually catch on. 

 

See the new blog resource on NH3 Co2 free fuel here 

http://co2freefuelexistsnow.wordpress.com/ 

A good site for basic information and  contacts  http://www.nh3fuelassociation.org/ 

An excellent informative article on NH3 

fuel  http://www.thecuttingedgenews.com/index.ph

p?article=799 

Another good site promoting pollution 

freeNH3 Green Gas  http://www.greennh3.com/ 

Info on NH3 in 

Spanish  http://thefreeonline.wordpress.com/2011/0

6/28/los-petroleras-matan-16-000-el-ano-y-

repriman-el-green-gas-nh3/ 
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Related articles 

 'Gasoline' 100% free of CO2 and pollutants Exists NOW (thefreeonline.wordpress.com) 

 London double-decker buses getting makeover (news.cnet.com) 

 F1 fuel-saving flywheel to be fitted to London's buses (guardian.co.uk) 

 

 

This study is part of a new micro campaign for CO2-free fuel, now beginning at the blog  

http://co2freefuelexistsnow.wordpress.com/ was carried out to wake people up to the obvious 

advantages of NH3 fuel. It`s not scientific, but if the figures are even half way accurate it is 

important and explosive. Now it`s up to YOU to take it further. One important job would be for 

qualified engineers to update this study with verifiable estimates and motor designs, another is to 

place this information on energy forums online, or share it wherever you can. 

If you can help please go ahead, comment on the blog or contact me at mikegilli@hotmail.com       

I have NO commercial interest in NH3 fuel, only in saving the Planet!  Let’s not let this technology 

sleep for another 100 years! 

************************************************************************ ********* 
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